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Fraunhofer at the Hannover Messe 2023 

SWAP-IT: Innovative production architecture for the  
factory of the future  

Conventional concepts from the manufacturing industry are increasingly being 
pushed to their limits. This is often due to a combination of current challenges 
like volatile markets, supply crises and rising energy prices. Researchers at the 
Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft have developed an innovative production architecture 
that addresses these challenges. This architecture relies on modular production 
rather than rigid process chains. Orders are issued in a newly developed pro-
duction language and carried out autonomously by machine tools or robots. 
This way, manufacturers can adapt processes on the factory floor flexibly to 
suit their targets. The Fraunhofer institutes will be presenting their production 
architecture at the Hannover Messe 2023 from April 17 to 21, at the Fraunhofer 
booth (Hall 16, Booth A12). 

Ongoing crises and rising costs pose enormous challenges for the manufacturing indus-
try. Businesses often need to produce large quantities of top-quality products or deliver 
tailored individual products or small batches on request. Energy efficiency and sustaina-
bility are also growing in importance in production, requiring extensive retrofitting. 
Conventional production environments are typically characterized by rigid process 
chains. Such architectures are inadequately prepared to meet all these requirements, 
even though the digital transformation of the last few years has resulted in some mod-
ernization.  

Ten Fraunhofer institutes in the Fraunhofer Groups for Production, Light & Surfaces 
and ICT are presenting a solution to this problem in the lighthouse project SWAP. The 
concept behind SWAP points to “heterogeneous, workload-optimized robot teams and 
production architectures.” The “SWAP-IT” architecture is designed to establish a scala-
ble, and lean, cyberphysical production system suitable for a variety of production pro-
cesses.  

Thanks to its modular structure, the SWAP-IT production architecture breaks up the 
static structures and schematic processes of conventional production facilities. Instead, 
it supports individual planning and order assignment for the individual production 
steps. A uniform and semantically simplified description language for machines, pro-
cesses, and products enables the integration of resources like machines, robots, or au-
tomated guided vehicle systems – resulting in a smart and adaptable production envi-
ronment.  
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The description language defines the order 

A key element of SWAP-IT is the “PFDL” (Production Flow Description Language), de-
veloped by Fraunhofer researchers for the project. It incorporates both the manufac-
tured product and the machinery required to manufacture it. The PFDL is used to de-
fine the finished product or component before manufacturing begins, and then add 
the desired special features. “Take the example of a car door. The first step is to de-
scribe the basic dimensions or geometry of the door, followed by its individual proper-
ties, such as the paintwork or tinting of the windows. To simplify the process, the PFDL 
can load a CAD model, which only needs to be customized," explains Peter Detzner, 
expert in cyberphysical production systems and research fellow at the Fraunhofer Insti-
tute for Material Flow and Logistics IML.  

As a result, a set of orders can be implemented autonomously by an order-centric pro-
duction system. Every production step of the order is implemented through the machine 
interface, simply by calling the services provided by the respective machine. Once com-
pleted, the required machine tools and robots can begin to work in a targeted way. There 
is a crucial advantage in this: Because the PFDL sets out the sequence of production steps 
in principle but does not specify which particular machine will carry out each task, the 
SWAP-IT software incorporates the flexibility to exchange the assigned machines based 
on availability, costs or location during operation. The production system furthermore 
considers many different factors such as the current status of the systems, the duration 
of each task or previous tasks and the costs incurred by running the machine. It is only 
logical, that the name SWAP-IT alludes to the possible swap in production steps or ma-
chinery. 

This allows each order to be executed efficiently and adapted individually to the re-
quirements. Conventional manufacturing, with its standardized workstations, cannot 
achieve the same case-by-case flexibility.  

“The long-term vision is that, once an order has been issued to build a car, for exam-
ple, machines and robot systems can work on the car’s components as a well-orga-
nized team. The same applies to other sectors, such as the optical or aircraft construc-
tion industry,” explains Niels Schmidtke, project manager and head of the central office 
of the Fraunhofer Group for Production.  

Individual targets for each production order 

“Employees can also incorporate targets into the PFDL order. They can specify that the 
manufacturing needs to be particularly energy-efficient or rapid or make the greatest 
possible use of the available system and machine capacity,” explains Andreas Ebner, 
expert in cognitive industrial systems at the Fraunhofer Institute for Optronics, System 
Technologies and Image Exploitation IOSB. These targets can be changed at any time. If 
there is an unexpected peak in order volumes, employees can, for example, require the 
system to speed up production even if this leads to higher energy costs. This way, pro-
duction can easily respond to follow-up orders or changes to product characteristics 
when a new product version is to be released. 
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The SWAP-IT production architecture can also allocate the production of a particularly 
large component to multiple machines. For example, the production of a large molding 
tool for the side panel of a car can be segmented and distributed to several smaller ma-
chines, each of which manufactures just one segment of the tool. The segments can be 
assembled afterwards. This method allows the factory floor to use small, less expensive 
machines instead of costly machines with low availability.  

A logical extension of Industry 4.0 

The Industry 4.0 megatrend has seen technologies such as sensors, networking and 
digital twins make their way onto the factory floor. The lighthouse project SWAP con-
tinues this trend. “These technologies gather information on what happens on the 
shop floor and make this information available. SWAP-IT uses the data to free produc-
tion from rigid processes. It’s the next logical step,” explains Detzner.  

Although it may seem that SWAP-IT leads to complex structures and long familiariza-
tion times, it is easily manageable in practice. When developing the PFDL description 
language and designing SWAP-IT, the experts at Fraunhofer prioritized reducing com-
plexity as much as possible. When implemented on the shop floor, the PFDL vocabulary 
is tailored to the individual usage scenario. “This way, we reach the perfect compro-
mise between maximum flexibility and a streamlined system,” explains Ebner. The re-
searchers are also working on a hands-on approach to implementing SWAP-IT that 
makes it easier for businesses to switch to the innovative production architecture. 

Demo at the Hannover Messe 2023 

The Fraunhofer institutes will be presenting their production architecture at the Hanno-
ver Messe 2023 from April 17 to 21, at the Fraunhofer booth (Hall 16, Booth A12). The 
experts will be presenting a series of practical demos, including the segmentation of 
large components as described above, assembly processes in aircraft production, the 
manufacturing of optical precision components and logistics automation. The various 
demos show that the SWAP-IT architecture was designed to be used in a wide range of 
areas. 
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 Fig. 1 The SWAP-IT pro-

duction system decides how 

an order will be carried out 

and allocates the tasks to 

available machines or ro-

bots. 

© Fraunhofer IWU 

Lighthouse project SWAP  
 
The Fraunhofer lighthouse project “Heterogeneous, workload-optimized robot 
teams and production architectures” (SWAP) lays the foundations for an innovative 
production environment. It replaces the rigid processes of conventional production 
structures with flexible-to-use manufacturing units and resources that have modu-
lar production control structures. 
 
Fraunhofer institutes involved 
 
• Fraunhofer Institute for Machine Tools and Forming Technology IWU  
 Project lead 
• Fraunhofer Institute for Applied Optics and Precision Engineering IOF  
• Fraunhofer Institute for Factory Operation and Automation IFF  
• Fraunhofer Institute for Intelligent Analysis and Information Systems IAIS  
• Fraunhofer Institute for Laser Technology ILT  
• Fraunhofer Institute for Material Flow and Logistics IML  
• Fraunhofer Institute for Optronics, System Technologies and Image Exploitation 
 IOSB  
• Fraunhofer Institute for Physical Measurement Techniques IPM  
• Fraunhofer Institute for Manufacturing Engineering and Automation IPA  
• Fraunhofer Institute for Material and Beam Technology IWS  
 
• Fraunhofer lighthouse project SWAP 

https://www.iwu.fraunhofer.de/en.html
https://www.iof.fraunhofer.de/en.html
https://www.iff.fraunhofer.de/en.html
https://www.iais.fraunhofer.de/en.html
https://www.ilt.fraunhofer.de/en.html
https://www.iml.fraunhofer.de/en.html
https://www.iosb.fraunhofer.de/en.html
https://www.iosb.fraunhofer.de/en.html
https://www.ipm.fraunhofer.de/en.html
https://www.ipa.fraunhofer.de/en.html
https://www.iws.fraunhofer.de/en.html
https://www.fraunhofer.de/en/research/lighthouse-projects-fraunhofer-initiatives/fraunhofer-lighthouse-projects/swap.html
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Fig. 2 The new produc-

tion architecture splits the 

manufacture of parts into 

segments and distributes 

them to multiple small ma-

chines. The segments can 

then be assembled further 

downstream. 
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 Fig. 3 The SWAP-IT archi-

tecture can be used in many 

different sectors, such as air-

craft construction. Fraunho-

fer researchers will be pre-

senting a series of practical 

demos at the Hannover 

Messe.  
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